INSTALLER NOTE: SEAL FASTENER HEADS WITH COMPATIBLE SEALANT AS SHOWN. (TYPICAL)

INSTALLER NOTE: SIZE AND SPACING OF FASTENERS PER LOCAL CODE. (TYPICAL) (NOT BY FLEETWOOD)

INSTALLER NOTE: SOLID SHIMS AT ANCHOR LOCATIONS REQUIRED. (TYPICAL) (NOT BY FLEETWOOD)

INSTALLER NOTE: CONTINUOUS SEALANT W/BACKER ROD. (TYPICAL)

INSTALLER NOTE: FLASHING PAPER (ON TOP OF STUCCO SURROUND)

STUCCO

STUCCO SURROUND (OPTIONAL)

MINIMUM EMBEDMENT

FASTENER TYPE

FRAME ANCHOR CHECKLIST

MINIMUM EDGE DISTANCE

ANCHOR LOCATIONS

FROM ENDS

ON CENTER

STUCCO SURROUND (OPTIONAL)

STUCCO

MINIMUM EDGE DISTANCE

ANCHOR LOCATIONS

FROM ENDS

ON CENTER

SILL DISCLAIMER: IT IS THE MANUFACTURERS DESIRE FOR THE INSTALLER TO NOT PIERCE THE SILL. IN SOME CASES THE CODE OR SPECIFICATIONS REQUIRE SUCH. IN THESE CASES THE INSTALLER IS RESPONSIBLE TO SEAL THESE BREACHES.

SET SILL IN FULL BED OF SEALANT

MAX. INT. FINISH FLOOR HEIGHT

1 7/8"

1/4"

4 1/8"

2.50"

1/4"

5/4"

2 5/8"